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TIME TRAPS IN BAPCPA
The new Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection Act (BAPCPA) contains many timeline

and time frame changes in addition to many substantive changes. These changes in timelines and time frames
can result in dismissal of the case, loss of the automatic stay, or denial of discharge. The number of dead-
lines has also increased, with over a dozen major timelines and numerous minor ones now applicable to a
Chapter 7 or Chapter 13. Although the following is not a complete list of all timelines or deadlines, it is of-
fered as a practice aid with some of the more important deadlines that currently apply.

In addition to the statutory changes, the new national interim bankruptcy rules (IBR) and the local bank-
ruptcy rules (LBR) have also changed. (See www.orb.uscourts.gov for additional information, including Gen-
eral Order #05-1.) The IBR and LBR changes that override the statute are highlighted in bold and italics.

PRE-FILING CONSIDERATIONS

EVENT TIME STATUTE

Notice to clients of legal requirements Within 3 days of offering 527(a) & 527(b)
bankruptcy services

Retainer contract Within 5 business days of 528(a)
providing bankruptcy assistance

Budget and credit counseling certificate File with petition 109(h) & 521(b)

Educational IRA disclosure File with petition 521(c)

Payment advances - proof of last 60 days’ File with petition 521(a)(1)(A)(iv)
income Serve on UST - not to be filed LBR 1007-4

Statement of reasonably anticipated File with petition 521(a)(1)(A)(vi)
increases in income over the 12 months
after filing of the petition
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LOSS OF AUTOMATIC STAY

EVENT TIME STATUTE

Failure to perform intent regarding 45 days after 341(a) meeting 521(a)(2)(C)(6) & 362(h)
redemption or reaffirmation

Expiration of automatic stay 60 days after filing of motion for relief 362(e)(2)

Motion to impose stay when case If needed 362(c)(4)
does not have an automatic stay

Motion to extend stay in case in which Within 30 days of filing 362(c)(3)
a prior case was pending in the past year Within 10 days of filing LBR 4001

DISMISSAL

Providing 4 years of tax returns to Ch 13 trustee By 341(a) meeting 1308

Providing latest tax return to Ch 7 Trustee 7 days before 341(a) meeting 521(g)

Providing latest tax return to creditors 15 days before 341(a) meeting; if requested - IBR 4002(c)(4)
7 days before the meeting

Providing post-petition tax returns On request at time of filing with tax agency 521(f)
to any party in interest

NON-DISCHARGE OR NON-CONFIRMATION OF PLAN

Certificate of completion of personal financial Before discharge 1328(g) & 727(a)(11)
management course within 45 days of 341(a) meeting IBR 4004(c)(1)(h)

Certificate regarding payment of domestic Before confirmation 1328(a)(8)
support obligations

Certificate regarding payment of domestic Before discharge 1328(a)
support obligations By last plan payment IBR 4004(c)(1)(h)

There are also deadlines applicable to creditors that are not included in the above list, including filing of
complaints under section 523(a) – now allowed in Chapter 13 and Chapter 7 cases. The deadline is the same
for both chapters, requiring complaints to be filed no later than 60 days after the date first set for the 341(a)
meeting. In addition, if a debtor requests a hardship discharge under section 1328(b), the court must set a
time to file objections under section 523(a)(6).

Failure to comply with required timelines requires mandatory dismissal under several of the sections.
While some sections allow for extensions of time to be granted by the Trustee or the court, others provide
for no discretion.

There will be many more developments in this area of law over the next weeks and months as the various
new sections and rules are interpreted.  Practitioners should watch for future legislation making technical
corrections and also for computer software that may be available on the market, such as products from Best-
Case or EZ-File. Additional resources include the members’ section of the National Association of Consumer
Bankruptcy Attorneys (NACBA) Web page and member list serve (offering practice tips as well as samples of
required notices and retainer agreements), the National Consumer Law Center (NCLC), and information and
resources listed in the June 2005 In Brief article on the New Bankruptcy Act. (See www.osbplf.org.)

Our thanks to Richard J. Parker, Parker Bush & Lane, PC, and to Cary A. Gluesenkamp, for their assistance with this
article.
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